Class and Social Structure
in Nineteenth-Century New Zealand

I

IN 1969, W.H. Oliver' publicly lamented the state of social history in
New Zealand compared with that in the United States. The 'new' social
history, urban history, and historical demography have blossomed in
many countries. In addition, there have been considerable theoretical
advances and methodological adventuring into areas which have hitherto
been neglected. The use of computers, the discovery of new kinds of
data, and the application of what might be termed 'methodological
imagination' have resulted in a new interest in, and knowledge about,
ordinary citizens in past time. 2 However, the proposal to marry sociology
and history in New Zealand has not resulted in much more than the odd
brief encounter during the intervening period, with any tentative
advances coming almost solely from historians.
There appear to be three major reasons for this. The first is the failure
of the universities to generate interest in the 'new' social history, clinging
instead to the traditional areas of scholarship, the time-honoured
methods of research and the documents which have served the 'old'
history. As a consequence of this conservatism, new generations of
historians are not equipped to venture into what is for most of them an
historical terra incognita. On the sociological side, concern with contemporary problems and social surveys overrides the injunctions of the
founding fathers.
The third reason is the somewhat uncritical use of imported theoretical
models to explain events or processes in New Zealand history. 3 These
1 W . H . Oliver, Towards a New History!, Hocken Lecture 1969, D u n e d i n , 1971.
2 W . O . Aydelotte, A . G . Bogue, R . W . Fogel, The Dimensions
of
Quantitative
Research in History, Princeton University Press, 1972; S.L. E n g e r m a n , ' U p and out: social
and geographic mobility in the United States', a review article of The Other Bostonians by
S. T h e r n s t r o m , Journal of Interdisciplinary
History, V (1975), 469-90.
3 These include the general models of Louis H a r t z and F . J . T u r n e r as well as the consensus and conflict models f r o m sociological theory. For a useful critique and other
references see K. Pickens, ' C a n t e r b u r y 1851-1881: D e m o g r a p h y and Mobility, A
C o m p a r a t i v e S t u d y ' , P h D thesis, Washington University, St. Louis, 1976. In the thesis Dr
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models tend to be grandly abstract in nature, superficially and
dangerously plausible until empirical evidence can be brought to bear on
their inadequacies. Perhaps the slowness with which they have been
discarded or modified in New Zealand historiography relates to the
vagueness of conceptualization, a crucial intervening variable which
affects the ease with which effective research can be carried out.
This paper is less concerned with the reasons why New Zealand social
historians have failed to reconstruct a coherent picture of nineteenth century social structure and process than with attempting to find a
systematic design and methods by which research can proceed. The New
Zealand situation has its own special problems, in both theoretical and
empirical terms, but these can be overcome to a considerable extent. In
our favour are the smallness of scale, a relatively short history, and the
possession of certain documentary evidence not available overseas. On
the debit side, we lack the conventional Census Enumerators'
Manuscripts on which researchers in Europe and America rely.
II
Let us now proceed to consider how overseas work on social structure
and class can help illuminate our research in New Zealand. Investigation
in these areas tends to be of two types, focusing respectively on structure
and process:
(a) studies of a descriptive and quantitative nature, building up a picture
of social structure at a single point in time with an emphasis on
inequalities in income, property ownership, data on health, mortality,
education, savings, ethnicity, nativity, as well as the use of domestic
servants and residential segregation. 4 Where the purpose is to investigate
social or occupational mobility, data are gathered for at least two points
in time so that differences in an individual's career or mobility in relation
to a man and his son can be assessed.
All the quantitative evidence is produced from published statistical
material or from Census Enumerators' manuscripts, street directories,
electoral rolls, valuation rolls and the like. Life style is usually
Pickens has suggested a theoretical synthesis based on his research to the effect that both
H a r t z i a n and T u r n e r i a n interpretations are plausible but that they are time- and locationb o u n d . See also Pickens' review article ' T h e writing of New Zealand history: a Kuhnian
perspective', Historical Studies, XVII (April 1977).
4 Examples are M. Katz, The People of Hamilton, Canada West: Family and Class in a
Mid-Nineteenth
Century City, C a m b r i d g e , Mass., 1957; S. T h e r n s t r o m . Poverty and Progress: Social Mobility
in a Nineteenth
Century City, Cambridge, Mass., 1964; S.
T h e r n s t r o m , ' W o r k i n g class social mobility in industrial America', in M. Richter, Essays in
Theory and History: an Approach
to the Social Sciences, C a m b r i d g e , Mass., 1970; S.
T h e r n s t r o m and P. Knights, ' M e n and motion: some data and speculation about urban
population mobility in nineteenth century A m e r i c a ' , Journal of Interdisciplinary History, 1
( A u t u m n 1970); S. T h e r n s t r o m , ' N o t e s on the historical study of social mobility', in M.
Drake. Applied Historical Studies, L o n d o n , 1973; S. T h e r n s t r o m , The Other
Bostonians:
Poverty and Progress in the American Metropolis,
1880-1970, Cambridge, Mass., 1973.
There is a convenient review of T h e r n s t r o m ' s work in the introduction to Aydelotte et at.
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commented on, and literary evidence, newspaper reports, diaries, and so
on, are used.
(b) studies of a more theoretical and qualitative nature, dealing often
with the relationship of class with politics and social change.' The
problem may be concerned for example with the relationship between
social and geographical mobility and radical behaviour, or it may be concerned with the way in which inequalities become structured over time.
There is often an explicit Marxist orientation. Research is undertaken in
a local setting for which quantitative data is available and an analysis of
the antecedents and outcomes of mobility conducted on that basis.
Constant interplay between theory and research is evident in these
studies.
Clearly these two overlap, but they require somewhat different
approaches from the point of view of methodology and research
techniques. On the theoretical side, a conceptual scheme encompassing
both structure and process is an essential prerequisite and we must look
to sociological theory to provide guidelines for similar studies in New
Zealand.
Ill

To date, New Zealand historians and sociologists appear to fall on one
side or another of the 'class hegemony' — 'social osmosis' continuum: 6
both views seem excessively one-sided given the limited and contradictory evidence. As Erik Olssen writes, 'Little is known about the history
of vertical and horizontal mobility, social stratification, income distribution, the importance of education as a determinant of class position, or
patterns of association. When historians have wanted to comment on
New Zealand's social structure they have had to infer its properties from
political rhetoric.' 7
The theoretical approach suggested here is essentially a neo-Weberian
one 8 culled from several contemporary sources on the basis of what
seems applicable to the nineteenth-century New Zealand scene and
5 Examples of this sort of work may be f o u n d in R. Sennett and S. T h e r n s t r o m , Nineteenth Century Cities: Essays in the New Urban History, New H a v e n and L o n d o n , 1969; J .
Foster, 'Nineteenth Century Towns — A Class D i m e n s i o n ' , in H . J . Dyos, The Study of
Urban History, L o n d o n , 1968.
6 W . H . Oliver, 'Reeves, Sinclair and the social p a t t e r n ' , in P. M u n z , ed., The Feel of
Truth, Wellington, 1969; E. Olssen, ' T h e " w o r k i n g c l a s s " in New Z e a l a n d ' , New Zealand
Journal of History, VIII (1974), 44-60; W . H . Oliver, 'Class in New Z e a l a n d ' , New Zealand
Journal of History, VIII (1974), 182-3; C. C a m p b e l l , ' T h e " w o r k i n g c l a s s " and the Liberal
Party in 1890', New Zealand Journal of History, IX (1975), 41-51; E. Olssen, 'Class in New
Z e a l a n d ' , New Zealand Journal of History,
IX (1975), 200-1; D. Bedggood, 'Class
Consciousness in New Z e a l a n d ' , and E . Olssen, 'Social Class in Nineteenth C e n t u r y New
Zealand', both in D. Pitt, ed., Social Class in New Zealand, A u c k l a n d , 1977.
7 Olssen (1974), p.44.
8 A. Giddens, The Class Structure of the Advanced Societies, L o n d o n , 1973; J . H .
G o l d t h o r p e and D. L o c k w o o d , ' A f f l u e n c e and the British class s t r u c t u r e ' ,
Sociological
Review, XI, 2, 1963.
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relevant to the sorts of questions which are being asked about class and
social structure. Let us start very modestly with basic definitions before
going on to a more operational approach.
Classes, status groups and political parties for Weber are all
phenomena resulting from the distribution of power in any community.'
As far as this paper is concerned, concentration will fall on the first two.
Like Marx's, Weber's writings on stratification are based on the
fundamental importance of control over property or the means of production: Weber, however, acknowledged the importance of other
sources of power notably in the area of prestige and social honour. There
are two sets of terms to be considered, one at the individual level, the
other for whole societies.
The terms class situation and status situation are 'analytical distinctions which refer to different aspects of an individual or category of
individuals in a society'. 10 The former refers to the benefits a person
receives as a result of his bargaining power in the market place: these
include such factors as amount of income, security of tenure and career
prospects. Elaboration of the concept of class situation has broadened
since Weber's time:" class situation encompasses the amount of
authority a man exercises in the work place, the conditions of work, the
type of social relations likely to be experienced, e.g. on the shop floor,
the office, the executive suite, and between these various work places.
Bargaining power is based on the amount of capital, education a n d / o r
technical skill an individual brings to the market place, i.e. his market
capacities, 12 or on the possession of manual labour alone. Status situation, on the other hand, 'embraces not only the chances of certain social
groups receiving "positive or negative social h o n o u r " , but also those life
chances (including opportunities to own certain types of property and
pursue certain types of occupation) that result from the status
prerogatives of such g r o u p s . " 1
Classes and status groups are terms used not of individuals but refer to
variable properties of whole societies. Status groups in this sense need
not detain us long since the term applies where these are society-wide in
their distribution. Modern Western capitalist societies are by definition
class societies.
A more fruitful approach to status groups is at the community level
where status group stratification refers to 'the differentiation of populations in terms of groups which are ordered in a publicly recognised
hierarchy of prestige and deference, with a distinctive style of life, and
which tend in some degree towards " c l o s u r e " (as for example in regard
to informal " s o c i a l " activities, friendship, marriage, etc.); where,
9
10
11
12
13

G o l d t h o r p e and L o c k w o o d , ' N o t e s ' .
G o l d t h o r p e and L o c k w o o d , p. 158.
A. Giddens, pp.108-9.
ibid., pp.103 ff.
G o l d t h o r p e and L o c k w o o d , p.157.
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therefore, the term status is used in relation to an individual or group, it
is meant to refer to "status position" within, usually local, status group
structure." 4 Community studies in contemporary sociological research"
illustrate the wide variety of local status systems, i.e. status defined and
evaluated in face-to-face situations at a local level.
Classes are rooted in the operations of power in the market place. By
class stratification is meant 'the overall differentiation of populations in
terms of both "life chances" and "life styles", i.e. to a system of
broadly correlated socio-economic inequalities and subcultural
differences." 6
Giddens has suggested that there are three classes in modern societies:
(1) an upper class which derives its coherence from ownership of
property, (2) a middle class whose bargaining power results from education or technical expertise (note the divergence from Marx — an
important omission given the phenomenal growth in white collar occupations), (3) a lower class (or working class) having only their labour to
o f f e r . " The three-class model based on property and education/skills or
lack of these would rest uneasily on nineteenth-century New Zealand
since such a high proportion of men owned land and so few depended on
educational or technical skills. Unlike European countries where a
propertied/non-propertied division makes sense empirically, New
Zealand was, and is, characterized by a high proportion of small familysized farms and it seems appropriate to define the properties of the
middle class in terms of education or ownership of the means of production where this is confined to family businesses in general (the selfemployed nature of the New Zealand occupational structure has been
commented on in full elsewhere).' 8 The class situation of the 'middling'
people in terms of authority, social relations at work (small workshops,
relatives assisting rather than employees) is consistent among the selfemployed. Within this hypothesized middle class there are also
employees who possess education and skills: these include salaried
professionals, managers, officials and clerks. This is clearly a rather
heterogeneous grouping and for some purposes we may wish to
distinguish the subgroups (as Marx treated peasants and petit bourgeoisie
14 ibid., p.158.
15 T h e presence of the wide variety of social contexts and their implications for people's
subjective perceptions of class and status can be inferred f r o m m o d e r n c o m m u n i t y studies.
See, for instance, R. Frankenberg, Communities in Britain. I . o n d o n , 1966, and C . Bell and
H. Newby, Community Studies, L o n d o n , 1971. Foster used marriage as a measurement of
l a b o u r ' s political solidarity in his comparative study of O l d h a m , South Shields and
Northampton.
16 G o l d t h o r p e and Lockwood, p.158.
17 There is no mention of either Maoris or women in this paper. T h e areas are so
complex that each deserves a separate paper; for present purposes the o r t h o d o x , maleoriented, ethnocentric conventions have been reluctantly pursued, along the lines suggested
by Giddens. The relatively minor part played by both these g r o u p s in the market place at
least partly justifies the decision to leave them out.
18 S . H . Franklin, ' T h e self-employed society'. Pacific Viewpoint, X (1969), 25-56.
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as transitional classes) depending on the particular purpose and to allow
flexibility in testing the analytical scheme for applicability to context.
The term 'structuration' has been introduced by G i d d e n s " to conceptualize the process by which the fluidity of social structure varies in time
(for instance, social classes may take on a more rigid form in times of
economic depression whereas fluidity may be characteristic of boom). To
the extent that class divisions (in an economic sense) are mirrored in
social life, to the extent that status group membership corresponds with
class, to the extent that social relations in a non-market community
setting are structured by class situation among individuals, and to the
extent that closure exists in the area of intergenerational mobility, we
may say of a society that it is more or less rigid in relation to another or
the same society at a different point in time. This has obvious implications for the study of class as a motive force in history.
IV
Let us now consider methodology. A convenient way of measuring the
extent to which class and status coincide is to consider separately the
economic, normative and relational aspects of class and status situation
on an individual basis. 20 Economic aspects can be conveniently gauged
by comparison of income levels, property and home ownership. Other
useful material might include the study of residential (status) segregation
using electoral registers and street directories, fertility and mortality,
cause of death, age at marriage (Registrar-General's records).
The areas of study which would yield data on the relational aspects of
class include the comparison of occupation of a groom and his bride's
father. There are considerable difficulties here in that marriage
certificates do not normally provide for employment status: it is important to know for instance if a shoemaker (craftsman, factory worker,
self-employed or not?) in marrying a carter's daughter (father a daily
wage worker, important proprietor?) made some sort of social transition
in doing so. Marriage is only one important indicator of fluidity in a
society, a measure of social distance between groups. 2 ' Another useful
indicator is membership, especially office-bearing, in voluntary
organisations 22 and in Church life. This obviously has to be tied to a
particular locality and we are fortunate in New Zealand in having some
easily accessible information provided in the Cyclopaedias (even if inclusion was by subscription). Sometimes the records of voluntary organizations still exist so that the names of members can be linked with their
occupations through directories.
The normative aspects 23 are much harder to pin down; in contem19 Giddens, p.107.
20 G o l d t h o r p e and L o c k w o o d .
21 Foster.
22 C f . D. P l o w m a n , W . E . Minchinton and M. Stacey, 'Local social status in England
and Wales', Sociological Review, 10 (NS) (July 1962), 161-202.
23 G o l d t h o r p e and L o c k w o o d , p.158.
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porary research one might try to discover how people view their society
(e.g. as 'them' or 'us' or as a hierarchy), what aspirations they have for
themselves and their children, how they differ in regard to planning for
the future and so on. This is a distinctly risky area for the historian and
on balance it is probably preferable to expend energy on economic and
relational aspects alone. Literary works, travelogues, diaries, letters and
the popular press present some possibilities in the area; the awakening
interest in oral history is promising for normative data in recent times. In
the future it may be that with a firm basis of the economic and relational
aspects, normative material can be slotted in with a modicum of
confidence.
So far, only analysis on the individual level has been discussed. If we
are to learn about both the economic and relational aspects of stratification in class and status situation, research must necessarily proceed at the
community level for it is within communities that men live out their
social lives, receive and endow prestige according to locally valued
criteria, and accept each other as social equals or inferiors.
This does not mean that analysis of the total system or comparison of
regions at the macro-level is irrelevant. The nature of a problem under
consideration may demand quite different approaches: an interest in
determining the mean value of land owned in 1882 for men in varying
class situations is a very different sort of problem to the means by which
they gained access to their land in the first place. One is concerned with
structure, the other with process. If the researcher is content with purely
distributional material — a common approach in modern sociology —
the community approach with its emphasis on the relational aspects of
stratification can be ignored. If, however, the concern is with how
inequalities become structured inequalities, i.e. perpetuated in time by
social mechanisms, we ignore the relational at our peril. The same
applies if the concept of structuration is regarded as useful in the analysis
of social process.
V
With good reason the vast majority of scholars of present and past
consider occupation to be the prime factor in assessing a person's rank in
society. 24 Through occupation come income and the type of life chances
and life styles which a man and his family can achieve. Entry to an
occupation assumes the means — by available capital, the acquisition of
the necessary educational qualifications and skills — to take it up in the
first place. Without supportive social networks, without material means,
occupational choice is limited whatever the economic situation. This is
one important way in which inequalities become structured.
The question then arises, to what extent occupation per se is a valid
indicator of social ranking in nineteenth-century New Zealand. Firstly, a
24 M.B. Katz, 'Occupational classification in history'. Journal
History, III (Summer 1972), 63-88.

of
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developing colonial society presents a special kind of situation in which
occupational and social adaptability would have been crucial to
individual and community survival, in which men with ingenuity and
perseverence could achieve sufficient proficiency to carry out a job for
which they lacked formal qualifications but where their amateur skills
would be readily acceptable. It would not be unreasonable to hypothesize
a good deal of occupational mobility in the frontier and small town
milieu, among men whose skills were inappropriate in a new society and
among those recently arrived in the colony. Miles Fairburn 2 5 quotes the
1978 report of the Census bewailing the 'negligent and indefinite
manner' in which people described their jobs. However, the needs of the
Census Enumerator in detailing the many different categories of
labourer, apprentice or mechanic were far more demanding than is
required to reconstruct the shape of nineteenth-century society. Instead
of thousands of categories under the various industrial headings required
for official purposes, historians can be quite content with five to seven
broad occupationally-based categories depending on the task in hand.
The historical study of occupational equivalences in which is traced the
occupation of an individual over time and in several sources
demonstrates that occupations requiring a professional or manual skill
had a high degree of agreement, suggesting stronger identity with the job
among such workers. This was also true of those at the bottom of the
occupational hierarchy. 26 Just as the acquisition of skills and qualifications is structured by social mechanisms so is their exercise during a lifetime career: since men seek to maximise the economic advantages which
result from their market capacities, they tend to remain in the jobs for
which they were trained and are experienced. Among those lacking them
however, horizontal occupational mobility is likely to be found: this is
true of contemporary life as well as of past time.
In nineteenth-century New Zealand, it was common for men to be
employed in more than one occupation simultaneously, but cases in
which this happened seem to be concentrated among small farmers who
either continued in their old trades part-time, ran a dairy or butchery or
laboured for others on a casual basis. 27 Again, the situation is similar to
the present day for there are still many men who take on two jobs to eke
out a living.
Notwithstanding the above discussion which supports the use of
occupation as an important variable in the study of societies in historical
times, some qualifications must be made. Occupation alone may not be
enough to allocate an individual to the correct category. This happens
when an insufficiently detailed occupational title is given or when
25 M. F a i r b u r n , review article of D. Pitt, ed., Social Class in New Zealand, in New
Zealand Journal of History, XI (1977), 190-5.
26 Katz. 1972, p.70.
27 O n the basis of the limited evidence gathered by the a u t h o r for Wellington Province.
See Section VI of this paper.
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occupational status is unclear. Contemporary researchers are only too
familiar with the first problem and it is customary to brief interviewers to
probe for detail. However it is obviously impossible to do this for people
long dead, or to know whether they were employees or not. Consider the
title, 'engineer': was the person a professional, a mechanic or a man who
assisted either in a labouring capacity? Was he a consultant employing
others, a government or private sector employee earning salary or wages?
Occupational data supplemented with occupational status are a far better
indication of a person's socio-economic status than occupational title per
se. Later on, we shall consider how this sort of detail can be obtained and
how it can be linked theoretically with property-ownership to the study
of classes as opposed to the hierarchical study of socio-economic status.
The underpinnings of this have already been discussed.
VI
It would advance the credibility of occupation as a variable in
measuring socio-economic status in history if it could be shown that it
correlated with some other variable. The construction of socio-economic
scales is a complex task for the contemporary sociologist: in historical
research there are the added problems of determining the most important
factors on which the hierarchical arrangement is based, e.g. earnings,
skill level, regularity and security of employment, occupational prestige.
Overseas scholars have used different techniques in approaching these
problems. 28 A further difficulty exists when the scale is to be used over a
long period of time and especially in an industralizing or developing
society (e.g. in investigating changes in occupational structure or in the
study of occupational mobility over two generations or more). The scale
used by Thernstrom 2 9 in his study of Boston in the years 1880-1970 may
be considered, at least tentatively, to suit New Zealand conditions. It is
necessary, however, to cater for rural occupations, but these fit easily
into the general scheme which corresponds roughly with skill level and
proprietorial status.
Thernstrom's major categories were as follows:
I

High White Collar

II

Low White Collar

Professionals
Major proprietors, managers and high
ranking officials
Clerks and salesmen
Semiprofessionals
Petty p r o p r i e t o r s , m a n a g e r s and
officials including small farmers

28 See for instance Katz, 1972; others are E . A . Wrigley (ed.) Nineteenth
Century
Society: Essays in the Use of Quantitative
Methods for the Study of Social
Data,
Cambridge, 1972, especially the essay by W . A . A r m s t r o n g ; S. T h e r n s t r o m , 1973; Clyde
Griffcn, 'Occupational mobility in nineteenth century America, problems and
possibilities', Journal of Social History, XV (1972), 310-30.
29 T h e r n s t r o m , 1973. See Appendix B.
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III

Skilled Workers

IV
V

Semiskilled
Unskilled and Menial
Workers

Skilled a r t i s a n s w h o were
employers
Semiskilled and service workers
Labourers, bushmen, miners

not

Note that the categories on the right hand side do not constitute a ranking: they only indicate subgroupings whose properties are distinct from
those in the major categories (indicated by the roman numerals), e.g.
each group derives its distinctiveness in terms of the possession of
capital, education or skills or a particular combination of them.
Thernstrom's categories in fact correspond roughly with the economic
classes discussed in an earlier section such that the upper class
corresponds with Thernstrom's category I, the middle class with category
II, and III-V with different sections of the working class, allowing
considerable flexibility in data analysis.
It was decided to see to what degree ownership of freehold land in New
Zealand correlated with Thernstrom's categories since data were
available in the form of The Return of the Freeholders of New Zealand.™
This material has been used before, but on a regional basis, to illustrate a
point or to distinguish a particular elite group. 3 1 The aim in this case was
descriptive and methodological, for an analysis of landholding in New
Zealand in 1882 would reveal a great deal about both property ownership
and the validity of occupational ranking in terms of property.
Perhaps the most significant methodological factor in the flowering of
the not-so-new social history is the use of quantitative techniques. A
number of useful books on the subject have been published in recent
years. 32 It is the advancement of computer technology which has
encouraged the awakening of interest in this previously neglected area on
the boundaries of history and sociology, allowing the manipulation of
vast quantities of data.
In this case a random sample of cases was devised to suit the particular
problem 33 so that the values of land owned by all freeholders could be
established within a known degree of accuracy. However, the advantages
30 A Return of the Freeholders of New Zealand, 1882, Government Printer, Wellington,
1884. This survey lists freeholders alphabetically showing occupation, address, location of
land, its value and acreage in c o u n t r y areas.
31 The Return has been utilized by R . C . J . Stone, ' A n Investigation of the Relationships
of E c o n o m i c and Social C o n d i t i o n s and Attitudes in New Zealand in the 1880's', P h D
thesis, A u c k l a n d University, 1968: also in S t o n e ' s Makers of Fortune: A Colonial Business
Community and Its Fall, A u c k l a n d , 1973; S. Aldred Grigg in his M . A . thesis, ' T h e Landed
Gentry of Lowland A s h b u r t o n C o u n t r y , 1890-1896', University of Canterbury, 1974, and
by J . H . Angus in his P h . D . thesis, 'City and C o u n t r y : C h a n g e and Continuity: Electoral
Politics and Society in O t a g o , 1877-1893', University of O t a g o , 1976.
32 See Aydelotte, et al.\ Drake, 1973; M. Hayes, 'Historical social research: concept,
method and techniques', Journal of Interdisciplinary
History, IV (Winter 1974), 475-82.
33 My g r a t e f u l t h a n k s to Colin Boswell and Brian Boutel of the C o m p u t i n g Services
Centre at Victoria University of Wellington for their p r o g r a m m e .
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of accuracy and precision have to be tempered with the knowledge that
all published statistics have limitations. 34
The first major point of note is the very high proportion of population
owning land. 35 There were over 71,000 freeholders in the country at that
date, almost half the total adult male population (though some
freeholders were women). This fact alone is surely one of great
significance for understanding the period.
The actual distribution of land is very interesting in that farmers and
graziers accounted for less than 30% of rural owners. Over three
quarters of the freeholders lived in cities or towns but only 43% of them
owned land there.
Table 1 shows the distribution of the total value of freehold land in
New Zealand held by individuals in each occupational grouping. Almost
half the freeholders owned less than £ 2 5 0 ' s worth although the average
(mean) value was £909. However, the distribution was highly skewed
and the high average can be accounted for by the few very high values.
The actual range extended from a few pounds to £38,000.
TABLE 1

V A L U E O F L A N D H E L D BY O C C U P A T I O N A L G R O U P I N G S
Percentages

Value
in
Pounds

1-249
250-499
500-999
1000-1999
2000 and m o r e

Numbers
**
*

White Collar and
Proprietors

Blue Collar

Unsklld
Semiskd

Settlers

Total

°7o
48
28
14
6
3

%

%

%

73
18
6
4

69
9
12
5
5

47
19
14
10
10

101

99

101

100

100

315

173

195

78

1095

N o occ.

High**

Low*

Skilled

»z0

%

%

51
14
13
12
11

28
14
14
17
27

29
22
22
14
14

101

100

217

117

High includes pastoralists, graziers
Low includes farmers

Semi- and unskilled workers were clearly at the bottom of the landowning scale and the records of those who did own over £ 5 0 0 in land
tended to show an occupation which could indicate a higher status than
was originally coded, e.g. a 'carter' was assumed to be an employee
34 Some of the limitations acknowledged by the a u t h o r s of the report are set out on p.3.
35 It would be interesting to c o m p a r e the distribution of landholding in New Zealand in
1882 and Britain in 1873. The two m o d e r n D o m e s d a y Books yield a great deal of i n f o r m a tion and it is possible to draw rough c o m p a r i s o n s although compilation was vastly
different. See J. Bateman, Great Landowners of Great Britain and Ireland, Leicester, 1971
(facsimile of 4th edition, 1883).
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rather than a working proprietor unless there were other details given.
This deviant case analysis is most useful in assessing just how far stated
occupation alone can be trusted as an indicator. Although white collar
workers and proprietors show a similar proportion having modest
holdings (some of them young men possibly), the high white collar men
were clearly much more likely to own valuable lands.
The findings from the analysis of The Return of the Freeholders
deserve more space but are intended here merely as an illustration of the
value and pitfalls of quantitative research. The extent of landholding by
ordinary working men, even in a small way, was extraordinarily high but
a rough comparison of owners with the male labour force broken down
according to the same categories does show considerable differential by
occupational level. As regards the value of land it is clear that there was a
definite, clear relationship between the money value of that land and the
occupational hierarchy used by Thernstrom for Boston. On the assumption that land was highly valued in nineteenth-century New Zealand, it is
reasonable to suppose that for many people this was a very popular, and
eminently possible, form of investment.
TABLE 2

PROPORTION
OF FREEHOLDERS
INOCCUPATIONAL
CATEGORIES C O M P A R E D WITH ACTIVE LABOUR FORCE
( M A L E 1881) and I M M I G R A N T S IN W E L L I N G T O N P R O V I N C E
MOBILITY STUDY
Freeholders

Census

Immigrants*

No.
117

%

%

%

High White Collar

15

5

17

Low White Collar
(including f a r m e r s
and small proprietors)

314

39

29

40

Skilled M a n u a l

173

22

19

19

Semi- and Unskilled
Workers

195

24

47

24

800

100

100

100

* See the next section

VII
In an earlier section the methodological deficiencies of using occupation alone were discussed. However, in terms of the practicalities of
research, records commonly available do not state more than single
occupation (e.g. birth, marriage, death certificates, Freeholders Return,
electoral rolls and street directories). Where socio-economic status or
class forms an important component of historical empirical research, it is
highly desirable to link records of many kinds relating to a single
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individual to establish the occupational equivalence and occupational
status. This applies both at a single point in time and when tracing the
career of an individual.
Given the lack of Census data and the paucity of financial resources
available to researchers in this country, a possible solution is to make use
of the services of genealogists who are also their own family historians.
The writer's own work (in progress) on the social mobility of immigrants
to Wellington Province prior to 1880, using a sample of members of the
N.Z. Genealogical Society, indicates that many of them can provide
reliable data on aspects of their ancestors' careers unobtainable through
individual records or aggregate statistics. For example, family
background in their country of birth, the use of servants, the number of
employees, whether the latter were relatives or not, whether the ancestor
worked as an employee, was relative assisting or worked on his own
account — and when — were usually known. Other detail on the career
of the ancestor, the occupation of his father and his sons, his
geographical origin, residential mobility, religious and political involvement was also obtained as well as information on emigration itself. Thus
data on selected aspects of both distributional and relational aspects of
class were obtained as well as information on life chances and life styles.
This work was designed as a pilot study, an evaluation of what
genealogists-qua-respondents could offer to social history. The
fieldwork, conducted along fairly orthodox lines, was supplemented by
occupational data from selected Censuses and by tables on land o w n e r ship derived from The Return of the Freeholders.
The subject of this study has been stated as social mobility as opposed
to occupational mobility which is the subject of most overseas studies on
the subject both historical and contemporary. By using materal provided
by genealogists, it is possible to code a person's class situation accurately
and relate this to the social aspects of stratification. The method also
overcomes many of the problems associated with research on
intergenerational mobility in which the position of sons is compared with
their fathers at a single point in time, or in intragenerational (career)
mobility where research is limited to people whose careers are still
incomplete.
However, it must be noted that there is no way in which one can
generalize the findings from the research to all immigrants in the period
to 1880, for it is impossible to take a random sample. The best that can
be done is to compare their characteristics on a number of variables to
try to assess the more obvious differences. Nevertheless the intensive,
exploratory nature of the study and the quality of the data obtained were
sufficiently rewarding to justify this method of investigating social
mobility in history since it provides considerable insights into the opportunities and achievements of these 226 immigrants prior to 1880.
Analysis conducted on the basis of class situation showed that working
class men who did own property were likely to have a house only. The
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middle class divided somewhat on the basis of whether they were farmers
or not: there were those who owned a home and land (56%), mostly
small family farms, and a sizeable proportion with their own homes and
sometimes workshops or other land. Only one of the upper class
gentlemen owned no property in his own name.
There were three important and outstanding characteristics of the
upper class and the propertied or self-employed middle class; one is the
frequency in which they employed relatives (80%) compared with the
others (8%), and the other related privilege of being 'the boss'. Such
independence was a new experience for many since over half of the total
number of immigrants had been employees before emigration (in 40% of
the remaining cases, employment status was not known). On the whole
the immigrants in the sample were very stable residentially with 80% of
them remaining in one or two locations throughout their lives in New
Zealand.
Career mobility was complex: 28% had no measurable progression,
and another 20% continued a career they started in their native countries
either buying land from the capital they brought out or simply
transferring their business or craft interests. About a quarter worked as
labourers or in their own crafts, bought land and subsequently settled
down as farmers.
•As regards the relational aspects, a high proportion of the upper class
(76%) were known to have had political experience, evenly divided
between local and national politics as candidates, councillors, Mayors or
Members of Parliament. The middle class appeared to be much less
active in an official sense and where involvement was reported, it tended
to be at a local level. Few indeed of the working class were known to have
had political aspirations. It is important to note, however, that only in
the case of the upper class were reliable data easily obtainable. (In
general, the quality and depth of information correlated positively with
the social status of the immigrant so that the higher the status, the better
the information available.)
Lack of knowledge was not in evidence on religious affiliation (17%
only were not known) since this can be easily drawn from birth, marriage
and death certificates. There were clear differences here: 70% of the
upper class were Church of England compared with only 38% of the
middle class.
A great deal of analysis remains to be done on the social mobility of
these people but it can be said with some confidence that many did
experience modest success as a result of emigration from England and
Europe, at least in terms of achieving independence from a master, in
home and land ownership, in the challenge of getting their children
launched into adult life and most particularly in relation to their own
fathers.
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VIII
' . .. the most repulsive thing here (in Britain) is the bourgeois "respectability" bred into the bones of the workers.' So wrote Engels to Sorge
(7.12.1889) of his fears that the revolutionary potential of the British
working class might be dampened and replaced by their embourgeoisemen!. The weight of evidence suggests that 'bourgeois respectability'
travelled with the immigrants, that an ethos of personal thrift and
capitalistic enterprise pervaded their lives here.
It may well be, however, that this dominant 'meaning system' 36 was
not at all characteristic of the society as a whole, that in particular
localities working men and women did perceive the inequities and
injustices of the system and sought its downfall by political and revolutionary activities. 37 Other writers have pinpointed such periods in New
Zealand history, e.g. Dunedin in the late 1880s, and if we are to
investigate that situation in sociological terms we would do well to determine the degree to which status segregation existed in housing, in
membership of clubs and Churches, the prevalence of marriage across
occupational boundaries and so on. 38 On another level, it may be that
'respectability' in fact was an important status group division among the
working class, defined at least partially in terms of residential stability.
Those who have equated 'class' with class conflict may be
disappointed in the content of this paper: what has been suggested is
another approach which focuses on the conceptual and methodological
considerations which will uncover the empirical conditions which
facilitate a particular degree of structuration. Discussion of the conditions favouring the growth of class consciousness and class conflict are
probably familiar to the majority of readers and have been omitted for
reasons of space. 39 However, one aspect which is critical to the 'new
societies' of the nineteenth-century is the effect of residential mobility as
an inhibiting or precipitating factor. 4 0 Was residential stability becoming
more common in Dunedin in the late 'eighties? What about people's
expectations for their own and their families' progress? Modest success
can be enough to encourage a poor man to 'keep his place', but in a
period of economic depression in which individual cases of hardship and
disillusionment come to be perceived as a collective problem, involving
no longer just the swagger or seasonal worker or the transient, but the
long-term workmate and neighbour, an identification with a locality and
36 F. P a r k i n , Class Inequality and Political Order, L o n d o n , 1972. See especially
pp.79-102 for a lucid exposition of this area.
37 Olssen, 1974.
38 See fns 5 and 21.
39 R. D a h r e n d o r f , Class and Class Conflict in Industrial Society, L o n d o n , 1957; A.
Giddens presents a somewhat different view related to the concept of s t r u c t u r a t i o n .
40 See essay by J. Scott, ' T h e glassworkers of C a r m a u x , 1850-1900' in T h e r n s t r o m &
Sennett; Thernstrom & Knights; E n g e r m a n ; Katz, 1975, especially chapter on 'Transcience
and Social Mobility'.
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its people may prove, in the final analysis, to be an essential ingredient in
the conditions for radical political consciousness.
CLAIRE TOYNBEE

Wellington
COMMENTARIES
I. If the ghost of Karl Marx had been hovering in the stack-rooms at the Turnbull
Social History Conference, hoping for some kind of triumphant re-entry into
New Zealand's historical orthodoxy, he would have been sorely disappointed.
The sophisticated insights of Marx the sociologist, as opposed to the simplistic
distortions of Marx the propagandist, are too perceptive to be rejected without
careful consideration. Claire Toynbee mentioned that Marx talked of a hierarchy
of intermediate classes as well as the two m a j o r divisions within his scheme, but
no one took up this important point. On the contrary class was generally treated
as a dirty word, while Marx was definitely unmentionable. Yet on a careful
re-reading of M a r x ' s surprisingly few specific references to class, guided with
assistance f r o m A n t o n y Giddens's helpful commentaries on Marx and class
analysis, I am convinced that Marx is at least worth a second thought.
Had Max Weber been present he would have been surprised by the almost
exclusive concentration on occupation and land indices of social ranking. Other
forms of saleable assets such as skill, education or leasehold property barely
received a mention, while nobody talked about money. Weber would also be
excited by developments in oral history which when properly applied, as for
example by Paul T h o m p s o n , 1 can tell us much about those rather more nebulous
indicators of social position — attitudes, aspirations, self-perception and perception of other social groups.
Before moving on f r o m this theoretical plane to heed Claire Toynbee's
commonsense advice I would also like to suggest that instead of attempting to
apply the undiluted abstractions of Marx and Weber, which after all were
formulated to explain the development of old, large and heavily industrialized
societies, it would be wiser to look to Australian historians who have tried to
utilize the insights of the grand theorists in analysing an historical experience
rather more comparable to our own. Nineteenth-century Australia was after all
not a mass society, nor was it heavily industrialized. It was rather relatively new,
surprisingly highly urbanized and dependent upon agricultural exports for
economic survival. The work of Australian neo-Marxist historians such as
H u m p h r e y McQueen 2 and Brian Dicky,' for all their obvious shortcomings, 4 is
1 P. T h o m p s o n , The Edwardians; the Remaking of British Society, St Albans, 1977,
and The Voice of the Past Oral History, O x f o r d , 1978.
2 H. M c Q u e e n , The New Britannia. An argument concerning the origins of Australian
radicalism and nationalism,
M e l b o u r n e , 1970.
3 B. Dicky, ' — " C o l o n i a l B o u r g e o i s " — Marx in Australia. Aspects of the Social
History of New South Wales 1856-1900', Australian Economic History Review, XIV, 1
(March 1974), 20-36.
4 See K. Sinclair's review of M c Q u e e n ' s New Britannia in New Zealand Journal of
History, 5, 1 (April 1971), 94-96.
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certainly worth reading. We can at least learn f r o m their mistakes. Michael
C a n n o n ' s work on rural Victoria 5 might also help us to understand our rural elites
rather better.
Following Claire Toynbee's advice to dig for some hard evidence on which to
build more meaningful generalizations concerning our past I will attempt to show
how we can relate a narrow research exercise to a more general observation. A
study of the successful lease-in-perpetuity tenants for the Otago land district over
the period 1893-1914 makes clear one m a j o r facet of our social development:
namely the surprising degree of regional variation despite New Z e a l a n d ' s
relatively small geographical area and apparent cultural homogeneity. Key social
differences in the late nineteenth and early twentieth centuries existed between the
North Island and the South Island (with the exception of bush areas such as the
Catlins), between open grassland and bush-covered country, between older or
more established districts and newly settled or pioneer regions. Generally these
differences occurred in combination. In consequence my findings are almost
diametrically opposed to Miles Fairburn's. Admittedly my evidence is based only
on a pilot survey of 260 applicants, but the pattern is quite clear. Very few men in
Otago who wanted to get on the land via the Liberal leaseholds lived or worked in
Dunedin (under 2 per cent of the sample). Furthermore, those men who did move
from Dunedin to schemes such as Chaslands did so in the interests of economic
survival. They were generally unemployed and recently-arrived immigrants who
had few illusions of becoming self-sufficient yeomen. 6 In direct contrast there was
an enormous demand f r o m within rural Otago for high quality land which had
already been cleared and was situated near m a j o r transport routes. 7 In general my
findings are very similar to those of Waterson for the M a t a m a t a estate where the
great majority of successful 1-i-p applicants were men f r o m rural backgrounds
with farming experience and adequate capital resources. This type of leaseholder'
was not only more typical but subsequently fared much better than idealistic
greenhorns from the city.'
Dunedin and Wellington cities were also very different in terms of residential
lay-out and occupational structure although relatively high ownership of land by
working men was c o m m o n to both. But in Dunedin working men owned additional pieces of land because they wanted to augment their family's diet, not
because they idealized the life style of the farmer.* The subsistence factor is
important and has not received sufficient emphasis in the debate on the evolution
of our cities and suburbs.
TOM BROOKING

University

of

Otago

5 Michael C a n n o n , Australia in the Victorian Age, Melbourne, 1972, and The Landboomers, Melbourne, 1966.
6 .I.G. M u i r h e a d , ' H e a t h f i e l d and Waipati : Improved Farm Settlements 1893-1914',
B.A.(Hons) long essay. University of O t a g o , 1978.
7 C . M . C o n l a n , ' T h e Closer Settlement of A r d g o w a n ' . B . A . ( H o n s ) long essay, University of Otago, 1977.
8 Sue Willis, ' T h e Port Chalmers W h a r f L a b o u r e r s ' U n i o n ' , B A ( H o n s ) long essay,
University of O t a g o , 1978.
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II. Although mainly about upward social mobility rather than social class, the
paper was nonethelesss very interesting. The analysis of the Freeholders' return of
1882 was illuminating and evocative, and Ms Toynbee is to be congratulated both
on her energy in undertaking such a task and her courage in allowing us to see
work in progress. I would have liked more information on her sample and her
techniques of analysis, but her findings were interesting and the final study ought
to be impressive. The analysis of the genealogists I thought less convincing,
despite being evocative, because of the haphazard nature of the sampling procedures. Proper sampling is of the essence if we are to know the approximate
accuracy of findings; haphazard sampling is as subjective as literary
impressionism.
Ms Toynbee may have considered the following points, and I raise them as
problems, not because I have answers. First, as always in New Zealand, it is
probably worth controlling for local and regional variations. This is especially
pertinent for any study of New Zealand in 1882, because it is not established that
we can meaningfully talk about a colony-wide society. Sub-systems existed, their
character largely determined by the predominant type of economic activity, the
stage of development, and the ethnic composition of the settlers. Second, as the
paper recognizes, but the point is worth repeating, it is not clear that occupational
mobility was a c o m m o n aspiration in most of these sub-systems. The paper contains some valuable evidence concerning the success of different occupational
groups in accumulating freehold land, although some control for the size of these
groups would be helpful, but we must be cautious in assuming that the
nineteenth-century colonists shared the American passion for great wealth and
success. Being accepted at ' H o m e ' was the young New Zealander's supreme
achievement; perceptions can be as important as realities.
My m a j o r caution concerns the transposition of T h e r n s t r o m ' s model on to the
New Zealand of the 1880s. It is a very good idea to use a model that allows us to
compare mobility rates in various societies, and T h e r n s t r o m ' s is excellent, but as
he points out it is applicable only to an industrial society. Pre-industrial societies
pose problems of their own.' My suspicion is that a New Zealand society emerged
somewhere between the 1870s and the end of the First World W a r , and that in the
process a diversity of social systems, most of them pre-industrial, were transformed into a modern if not an industrial society. Terminology is a problem, but
the nature of the change is fairly clear. T o some extent Ms Toynbee can solve this
problem easily enough by dissolving her larger categories into their occupational
components, but the question of what occupation meant in 1882, and whether it
meant in the gumfields what it meant in Dunedin, seems to be more baffling.
Obviously occupation is an important dimension of pre-industrial and industrial
social systems. T h e trouble is that its meaning changes, and in New Zealand those
changes occur at different times and at different speeds in different areas and in
different occupations. It is to be hoped that historians will take up Ms Toynbee's
challenge, and get to work.
ERIK OLSSEN

University of Otago
1 Stephan T h e r n s t r o m , Poverty and Progress: Social Mobility in a
Nineteenth-Century
City, C a m b r i d g e , Mass., 1964, and The Other Bostonians: Poverty and Progress in the
American Metropolis,
1880-1970, C a m b r i d g e , Mass., 1974. For an excellent analysis of the
problems of dealing with occupational data for a pre-industrial society see Michael B. Katz,
' O c c u p a t i o n a l Classification in History', Journal of Interdisciplinary
History, III (Summer
1972), 63-88.

